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Abstract. Requirements of society to the level of training of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, able to improve the educational process on the basis of modern technologies, techniques and means of training in the conditions of dynamic transition from theoretical training to independent professional activity, emphasize attention on the revision of the goals, content of the educational process in institutions of higher education on preparation of masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, especially on methodology of development of experience of pedagogical activity at all stages of education. An important aspect of the process of forming the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity in the conditions of institutions of higher medical education – is the choice of a set of methodological approaches and their corresponding principles, that influence on the choice of methods and means of training, the construction of a holistic process of vocational training. Considering the formation of readiness for pedagogical activity as a complex and multidimensional process, a full study of which cannot be carried out from one position, it is necessary to respond to axiological, systemic, competent synergetic, active and cultural approaches.

Having researched the problem of a high-quality preparation of future masters of medicine for successful independent pedagogical activity, it was summarized that this process will become more effective conditioning that the professional formation of future masters of medicine will occur as a result of their internal movement on the basis of reflection, self-analysis of their own pedagogical activity and the development of internal motivation for self-improvement and gaining pedagogical experience. This, at the same time, necessitates the improvement of the process of theoretical preparation of future masters of medicine, in particular the introduction of technologies of the activity type, aimed at the development of personal and professional qualities of future teachers in institutions of higher medical education.
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Introduction. One of the most important strategic tasks of training highly qualified medical professionals is to modernize the higher medical education system and bring it in line with international requirements. Preparation of a master degree student in higher medical education institutions (HMEI) of Ukraine, in particular for pedagogical activity, is an actual problem for pedagogical analysis. The solution of this problem is directly related to the issue of the necessity of formation of readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, who have the ability to organize the educational process in HMEI based on the development of students’ personality and experience of their activity, capable quickly involve in pedagogical activity and be ready to improve educational process in the medical school on the basis of modern technologies, techniques and teaching aids [6]. Such high requirements for the Masters of Medicine of the HMEI in the background of their dynamic transition from theoretical training to independent professional activity makes one to reconsider the goals, essence and content of the educational process of training masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, paying particular attention to the methodology of development of pedagogical experience.

The aim – to determine the methodological bases for the formation of future masters’ of medicine readiness for pedagogical activity as a result of their preparation in institutions of higher medical educational institutions.

Theoretical framework. One of the actual practical tasks of modern pedagogical science is the task of forming the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, the solution of which is in the plane of interconnection between the increasing the level of professional competence and the level of mastering pedagogical skills by future educators of HMEI. Consideration of this problem in the epistemological and ontological aspects requires, first of all, the establishment of methodological bases for forming the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity and explaining the essence of the concept of “readiness for pedagogical activity”.

Modern psychological science has accumulated a considerable amount of theoretical and practical material on the problem of readiness for activity in its various forms. Many definitions of readiness have been identified, the content, structure, key parameters of readiness and conditions that influence on the dynamics, duration and stability of its manifestations have been deduced. A review of the scientific literature, that contain readiness definitions, did not provide a single approach. This indicates that a coherent formulation of this concept does not exist due to the availability of different options for its consideration. Focusing on the problem of readiness, which is considered in various aspects, we set the task to analyze the literature and to make a logical conclusion about the essence of the “readiness for activity” concept.

The authors of many theories explain the concept of “readiness for activity” through the different variations of their schools and branches of psychology. In the consideration of the problem of readiness for pedagogical activity, scientists pay main attention to determining of the necessary and sufficient amount of professional knowledge, pedagogical skills and qualities of a personality. Analysis of the structure of psychological readiness for the activity shows that researchers include various components into its structure, filling them with the same content. These include: motivation that leads to a positive attitude to teaching; necessary amount of special and psychologically-pedagogical knowledge; a certain level of pedagogical abilities and skills; complex of professionally significant personality traits. Due to the fact that readiness for action is interpreted as a state of mobilization of all human psychophysiological systems that ensure the effective execution of certain actions, its condition is determined by a combination of factors characterizing different levels and aspects of readiness.

Analyzing the research on the problem of readiness, implemented by various scientists, we generalize about the lack of a unified approach to this issue, but in domestic psychology a readiness for activity is considered by different approaches, the most common of which is personal and functional. The personal approach to readiness is analyzed as an expression of the person’s individual qualities and their integrity. For the analysis of readiness from the point of personal approach can be used several components that characterize readiness as a complex mental formation, namely: cognitive process, emotional qualities and volitional component. However, the cognitive process reflects the main limits of activity, emotional qualities predetermine the psychological and physical activity of future masters of medicine, and the volitional component helps to overcome difficulties, if any arise. The essence of the functional approach is found in the assumption that readiness is considered in a time...
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An axiological approach should be considered as a key commonly scientific methodological approach, the relevance of the use of which is doubtless. The concept about values is interpreted by scientists as: the concept of material, activity and ideological-spiritual properties, as that, what together forms the sphere of spiritual activity of the individual [8]. In pedagogical axiology, there are classified different groups of values. Among them the values of higher education in the context of globalization, pedagogical values as the basis of professional culture are presented. From the positions of social psychology, the presence of value orientations determines in its totality the stability of future masters of medicine as an individual, because it is “an important factor, that determines the motivation of actions and behavior [11].

The methodological basis for the formation of readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity is a systemic approach, which guides the research towards discovering the integrity of the object and the mechanisms that maintain it. Since the object of the study is the educational process, whose main pedagogical reference has a practical importance, it should be considered as a system that should harmoniously interact with its environment [4]. The features of this interaction are that it forms a special unity with the environment; as a rule, under research any system is one that can be regarded as an element of the next higher order system; elements of any studied system, at the same time, usually act as systems of the closest lower order to them [7]. The main purpose of the systemic approach is to ensure the integrity of the educational process, to promote its optimization, to consider the process of forming the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity as a single system that contains a certain number of internal connections.

The research strategy at the exact scientific level is also a competent approach, which makes it possible to consider the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, to disclose its content and essence as a result of professional training in the conditions of higher medical educational institutions, to determine the criteria and indicators of formation [2]. The implementation of a competency-based approach consists in the objective assessment and self-assessment of the level formation of readiness for pedagogical activity on the basis of developed criteria and indicators that serve as a feedback in personality development; the ability to predict results. The competent approach assumes that the material learned by the student should be oriented towards the preparation of future masters of medicine for creative pedagogical activity and to be correlated with the personal orientation of the learning process by expanding the creative component of professional training in HMEI and the use of multi-level creative tasks of professional orientation that reflect the specifics of vocational training.

A leading methodological approach is also a synergetic approach, which encompasses a set of principles in the base of which there is the consideration of objects as self-organizing systems. Taking into account that the object of the research is the process of training of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, the application of this methodological approach creates conditions for ensuring the self-organization of this process. In the pedagogical system, self-organization involves the presence of a certain interaction between the teacher and students, which meets the requirements of the pedagogical system development, follows from the objective preconditions of its self-movement and allows understanding the mechanism of development of the educational process itself [3].

Pursuing the purpose of practical application of the synergetic approach in the formation of the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, we agree with the formulation of N. Batechko, who considers pedagogical synergetics as a sphere of pedagogical knowledge, which is based on the laws and patterns of development and self-development of personality, self-organization and self-development of pedagogical, that is educational and disciplinary systems [1]. Applying a synergetic approach to creating the structure of the training system of future masters of
medicine for pedagogical activity should be carried out taking into account the state of this system, which is conditioned by the presence of influence on it by various factors. Such influence goes beyond the limits, foreseen by the parameters of closed systems and can increase due to certain external influence and nonlinearity of internal processes. The role of the synergetic approach and the expediency of its application are due to the fact that to the basis of creation the individual should be included the formation of person’s spirituality by developing the spiritual potential of future masters of medicine as individuals.

Another one important specific scientific methodological approach, the application of which is practiced in research, is the activity approach, a necessary condition for the application of which is the development of a system of goals of the educational process, the algorithm of actions of the teachers of the medical university, as well as determining the ways in which they may be motivated to master pedagogical activity. The activity approach used in this study derives from the psychological theory of activity, within which psychological concepts, general psychological problems of activity are developed and considered, as well as the ideas about its structure and mechanisms of self-regulation are formulated. The application of this approach in the research is based on the well-known fact that outside the activity in pedagogics it is impossible to solve any educational task that is connected with education and development of the individual.

Activity as a social action, that belongs only to one person, in psychology also covers creative, conscious and purposeful types of activity [9], and the structure of the activity always contains the purpose, motive, content, methods and result. It should be noted that according to G. Pichugina [12], there is a certain correlation between the interest of specialists (their role in the research is performed by future masters of medicine), their activity and initiative, on the one hand, and the level of regulation of their teaching professional activity – on the other. [14]. In such circumstances, interest becomes a factor that causes to emerge and further increase the activity of the future masters of medicine.

Thus, the activity approach is a practically oriented tactic of training future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity, it allows to create conditions for formation of readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity through their involvement in various types of activity (creative play, research, project, etc.), to define content of the education, forms, methods for organizing the activity of future teachers of HMEI.

Among the significant methodological approaches we should mention the culturological approach, which is perceived as a complex of methods of cognition of socio-cultural reality and is used in various fields of social and humanitarian knowledge. The current stage of development of pedagogical science is marked by the search for methodological foundations of the integration of knowledge in different positions. Thus, I. Holub associates the concept of “culturological component” of the educational process with the presence of background knowledge about partners after communication and realities belonging to another culture [5]. Regarding to the concept of “culturology”, domestic experts understand it as a science that defines culture as the integrity, system, synthesis of knowledge about the nature and patterns of its existence and development, the importance of culture for humanity, ways of its cognition, as well as different, very specific areas of cultural life, exemplary forms and norms.

Thereby, the set of axiological, systemic, competence synergetic, activity and culturologic approaches determines the possibility of a comprehensive and deep study of the actual problem of forming the readiness of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity in the conditions of institutions of higher medical education and building a holistic process of professional training.

Conclusions and Prospects for Research. Basing on the outlined methodological principles and approaches, and taking into account the requirements for modern masters of medicine as teachers, the preparation of future masters of medicine for pedagogical activity in HMEI should be carried out with the possibility of independent acquisition of students’ knowledge and creation of conditions for the development of professional and personal qualities based on technologies of activity type [15]. For example, the presentation of lecture material from a narrative monologue should be translated into a problem-oriented, paradox-proposing, minding-active process. Within the framework of the lecture, the main emphasis should be placed on the students’ activity, creating conditions for expression of their personal qualities in combination with professional ones, changing the passive position of students to more active. In this case, the process of auditorium
training of future masters of medicine will provide an evident demonstration of the organization of the learning process. Students will get the opportunity to gain experience in teamwork, communication, organization of a dialogue, debate, polylog. In such situation the development of moral and psychological qualities (organizational, communicative, constructive, expressive, etc.), characteristic for teaching activity is expected.

The organization of independent work of future masters of medicine should also contain active and creative character. This stage is connected with the organization of cultural practice of students’ self-organization – purposeful activity, which is aimed on creation of conditions and organization of their own development [10]. It is important to consider the problem of organization of pedagogical practice, where students can have the opportunity clearly demonstrate the level of readiness for pedagogical activity.

In this manner, if basing on the presented methodological approaches for future masters of medicine in the classroom education there will be created conditions for development of their personal qualities as future teachers and conditions for the development of motivation to gain an experience of pedagogical activity, then the practice will be more active and effective and the level of readiness for pedagogical activity will increase significantly.
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